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Indoor Location Data Drives
Frictionless Employee Experiences
Imagine your business could respond to the needs of your employees
without manual intervention. From the time they arrive onsite to the
end of their day, technology can deliver personalized, frictionless
experiences, that eliminate wasted time, improve productivity and
foster a desirable workplace where employees want to spend time.

Indoor location data is the linchpin for transforming the
employee experience. Imagine:
++ Perfect Ambiance - air conditioning and lighting
automatically adjusting to room occupancy.
++ Effortless Productivity - meeting room availability and
booking dynamically adjusted based on occupancy and
proximity as well as hotelling/hot-desking needs.
++ Eliminated Idle Time - proactive alerts to optimize
wait times for on-site services like Cafes.
++ Nutritious and Delicious - perfectly curated menus
and conveniently placed coffee stands tailored to suit
everyone’s needs.
To provide these services digitally, they must all be
enabled by indoor location data.
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The beauty of each of these employee-focused solutions,
is that behind them is the intelligence to improve overall
operations and ultimately benefit the bottom line.
++ Create Personalized Services - From locating
colleagues across campus, to notifications based on
nearby features and services, employees receive mobile
notifications using existing company applications.
++ Decrease Utility Costs - Optimizing HVAC and
lighting based on occupancy results in cost savings of
18% across typical office environments.
++ Improve Real Estate Utilization - Maximize
hot-desking and hotelling opportunities for remote
workers while re-allocating underutilized areas for
better purposes.
++ Asset Tracking - Track equipment and furniture to
improve logistics and facilities team performance.
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The Office Utilization dashboard is one example
of how InnerSpace clients surface InnerSpace
data to engage employees and improve the
onsite experience. This dashboard presents
occupancy data, highlights available meeting
rooms, and encourages commuting employees
to arrive on a day when a desk will be available.
This dashboard is also available as an online
widget for a company website or intranet.

ABOUT INNERSPACE
InnerSpace is the fastest way to transform your business with location intelligence. InnerSpace
provides the missing link needed to revolutionize business operations and improve the bottom line.
The only indoor location platform on the market that can be installed in a single day, InnerSpace
delivers accurate on-the-ground metrics about how people and things move within an indoor space
and real time experiences that drive behavioural change to improve efficiency and drive outcomes.
InnerSpace - There’s opportunity in every square foot.
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